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Overview 

This note supplements the information presented in the main text of the paper regarding the 

ordinary differential equation (ODE)-based computational model of the auxin response GRN. 

Here, we provide a detailed explanation of the ODEs that make up the model. We derive a 

numerical solution for steady state GRN component levels for a given auxin signaling input 

level. We also describe the values used in this model for physical parameters of the auxin 

response GRN, and demonstrate that our findings regarding the effects of small RNA regulation 

on susceptibility and extrinsic noise amplification levels are robust across a wide range of 

parameter values. We further show that results are robust to changes in the properties of the 

extrinsic noise modeled, and hold true regardless of whether small RNA activity is modeled as 

promoting degradation or translational repression of target transcripts. Finally, we explore the 

effect of autoregulation by repressor ARF proteins on susceptibility and noise amplification. 

 

Summary of ODE model 

The ODE-based model used in this work is adapted from the model developed by Vernoux et al. 

(2011). However, the following key modifications are added to reflect the auxin response GRN 

defined for Physcomitrella (Equations S6-S9). This model includes explicit terms for repressor 

ARF proteins and transcripts, rather than a general 'repression' term, with feedback between the 

auxin response and repressor ARF levels. The explicit modeling of repressor ARF levels allows 

tasiARF activity to be modeled by altering repressor ARF transcript degradation or translation 

rates, and thus provides insights into the properties the ancient TAS3 tasiRNA pathway confers 

on the auxin response GRN.  

 

The equations used in the model described here are represented pictorially in Figure 3C. The 

equations governing the behavior of the auxin response GRN model are as follows (Equations 

S1-S9), with an explanation of each parameter and variable provided in Table SM1: 

 

€ 

d IA[ ]
dt

= π IA *[IA TRA NSCRIP T ]+ 2* k'IX * DIA :IA[ ]− 2* kIX * IA[ ]2 + k' IX * DIA:A+[ ]− kIX * IA[ ]* A+[ ]+ DIA:IA[ ]*γ AUXIN x( )− IA[ ]*γ AUXIN x( )    (S1) 

€ 

d A+[ ]
dt

= π A+ + k'IX * DIA :A+[ ]− k IX * IA[ ]* A+[ ]+ DIA :A+[ ]*γ AUXIN x( )− A+[ ]*γ A+            (S2)  

€ 

d DIA:IA[ ]
dt

= kIX * IA[ ]2 − DIA :IA[ ]* k' IX +γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )( )             (S3) 

€ 

d DIA:A+[ ]
dt

= kIX * IA[ ]* A+[ ]− DIA:A+[ ]* k' IX +γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )( )             (S4) 
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Vernoux et al. demonstrated that if the association between auxin co-receptors, auxin, and 

Aux/IAA proteins occurs on a faster timescale than ubiquitination of Aux/IAA proteins, then 

changes in auxin signaling input can be described in terms of changes to Aux/IAA protein 

degradation rates (Vernoux et al., 2011), and we have adopted this simplification in our model. 

γAUXIN, the auxin-dependent degradation rate of Aux/IAA protein, is described by: 
 

€ 

γ AUXIN x( )= γMAX *γ IA *
KAU XIN *x
1+ KAUXIN *x

               (S5) 

 
As in the earlier model (Vernoux et al., 2011), we use a thermodynamic model of transcription 

(Bintu et al., 2005a). However, unlike the earlier model, which used a general 'repression' term to 

account for the activity of repressor ARF proteins, this model incorporates an explicit term for 

repressor ARF proteins (A-), which are produced from ARF- transcript and participate in the 

regulation of auxin-responsive gene (ARG) transcription (Equation S6). Both γA-, the repressor 

ARF transcript degradation rate, and πA-, the repressor ARF translation rate, can be adjusted to 

model different levels of tasiARF activity. When repressor ARF autoregulation is included in the 

model, ARF- transcript (A-transcript), like Aux/IAA transcript (IAtranscript), becomes a product of 

ARG transcription. To account for the fact that ARG transcription in the model gives rise to two 

distinct transcripts from a single modeled promoter, the ARG transcription rate (h) was 

multiplied by one half to calculate the transcription rate of IAtranscript and A-transcript (Equations S7 

and S8). 

 
 

€ 

d A−[ ]
dt

= π A− * [A−TRA NSCRIP T ]− A−[ ]*γ A −                (S6) 

€ 

d IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]
dt

= −γ IA t ra nscript *[IA TRA NSCRIP T ]+ 1
2
h A+[ ], IA[ ], A−[ ], DIA:A+[ ]( )            (S7) 

€ 

d A−TRANSCRIP T[ ]
dt

= −γ A−  t ranscri pt *[A−T RANSCRIP T ]+
1
2
h A+[ ], IA[ ], A−[ ], DIA: A+[ ]( )           (S8) 

 

€ 

h A+[ ], IA[ ], A−[ ], DIA:A+[ ]( )=

1+
f * A+[ ]
k' P

* 1+
fA *ω A * A+[ ]

k' P

$ 

% 
& & 

' 

( 
) ) 

1+
A+[ ]
k' P

* 1+
ω A * A+[ ]
k'P

$ 

% 
& & 

' 

( 
) ) +

ω I * A+[ ]* IA[ ]
K dIX k' P

+
ω D * DIA :A+[ ]

k' P
+
A−[ ]
k' P

          (S9) 
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Table SM1: overview of model parameters and variables  

Variable/ 
Parameter 

Explanation Value in 
model* 

Values tested 

[A+] Concentration of activator ARF protein in the cell   
[A-] Concentration of repressor ARF protein in the cell   
[A-transcript] Concentration of repressor ARF transcript in the cell   
[DIA:A+] Concentration of activator ARF-Aux/IAA protein 

heterodimer in the cell 
  

[DIA:IA] Concentration of Aux/IAA protein homodimer in the cell   
[IA] Concentration of Aux/IAA protein in the cell   
[IAtranscript] Concentration of Aux/IAA transcript in the cell   
ƒ Strength of enhancement in specific RNA polymerase 

recruitment due to single activator ARF binding promoter 
10 1-100 

ƒA Strength of enhancement in specific RNA polymerase 
recruitment due to two activator ARFs binding promoter 

10 1-100 

kIX Association rate of dimer-forming reaction between an 
Aux/IAA protein and either an Aux/IAA protein or an 
activator ARF protein 

1 0.1-5 

k'IX Dissociation rate of dimer-forming reaction between an 
Aux/IAA protein and either an Aux/IAA protein or an 
activator ARF protein 

10 1-100 

k'P The dissociation rate of the ARF-promoter binding 
reaction 

100 10-1000 

KdIX Dissociation constant of Aux/IAA homo- or 
heterodimerization reaction (KdIX = k'IX / kIX) 

10 2-100 

KAUXIN Affinity of auxin to its coreceptors 1 0.1-5 
x Auxin signaling input level 3.11 0.5-20 
γA+ Degradation rate of activator ARF protein 0.003 

(4 hours) 
0.0005-0.5 
(1.4 min – 
23 hours) 

γA- Degradation rate of repressor ARF protein 0.003 
(4 hours) 

0.0005-0.5 
(1.4 min – 
23 hours) 

γA- transcript Degradation rate of activator ARF transcript, tunable by 
small RNAs 

0.0016 
(7.2 hours) 

7x10-8-700 

(0.06 s – 
19 years) 

γAUXIN Degradation rate of Aux/IAA protein, which is a function 
of auxin signaling input level, x. 

- - 

γMAX Largest fold increase in Aux/IAA degradation rate that 
can be induced by auxin binding 

10 2-100 

γIA Degradation rate of Aux/IAA monomer in the absence of 
auxin 

0.05 
(14 min) 

0.0005-0.5 
(1.4 min - 23 

hours) 
γIX Non-auxin dependent degradation rate of Aux/IAA homo- 

and heterodimers 
0.003 

(4 hours) 
0.0005-0.5 

(1.4 min - 23 
hours) 

γIA transcript Degradation rate of Aux/IAA transcript 0.007 
(100 min) 

0.0005-0.5 
(1.4 min - 23 

hours) 
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Variable/ 
Parameter 

Explanation Value in 
model* 

Values tested 

πA+ Production rate of activator ARF 1 0.1-5 
πA- Translation rate of repressor ARF, tunable by sRNAs 1 10-3-104 
πIA Translation rate of Aux/IAA 1 0.1-5 
ωA+ Cooperativity effect of the dimerization of two activator 

ARFs on the promoter 
10 1-100 

ωI Cooperativity effect of the dimerization of Aux/IAA with 
an activator ARF on the promoter 

10 1-100 

ωD  Cooperativity effect of binding of a Aux/IAA-activator 
ARF dimer to the promoter 

10 1-100 

 
* The parameter values listed are used in the model except where otherwise indicated. All time 
values are in minutes or minutes-1. Where appropriate, half-life times are indicated in 
parentheses. 
 

Selection of parameter values 

Quantitative data on gene expression parameters in Physcomitrella is still limited. The selection 

of parameter values is therefore primarily based on Vernoux et al. (2011). However, it is 

important to note that the model presented here serves as a formal framework to explore effects 

of specific perturbations on signaling properties, i.e. susceptibility and noise amplification, of the 

auxin response network. As discussed below and in the main text, these primarily qualitative 

observations are robust to a wide range of parameter value choices, often exceeding 2 orders of 

magnitude. 

 

A detailed justification of value choices for most parameters can be found in Vernoux et al. 

(2011). Briefly, the values of γA+ and γA- are based on the half-life of AtARF1 (Salmon et al., 

2008); γIA transcript is based on the average half-life of AtAux/IAA transcripts (Narsai et al., 2007); 

the value of γA- transcript half-life was set to equal the average of the half-lives of AtARF3 and 

AtARF4 transcripts (Narsai et al., 2007), and the effect of varying this parameter is extensively 

explored below; the value of γA- transcript used to describe the Ppsgs3 genotype in Figure 3C, D 

and Figure 4A was set to a value that results in a steady-state [A-transcript] value ~2.5x higher than 

that in wild-type, which is consistent with experimental data on PpARFb expression in Ppsgs3 

(Figure 2A). Other parameter values are based on data from non-plant species (Vernoux et al., 

2011). Importantly, the parameter space for such terms was also extensively explored, and found 

to not affect the outcomes of the model (see below). 
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A unique steady state exists for the auxin response GRN across a wide range of parameter 

values 

Here, we demonstrate that a unique steady state equilibrium exists for the equations describing 

the behavior of the auxin response GRN across a wide range of parameter values. To this end, 

we expressed all equilibrium equations, i.e. when the left side of Equations S1-S4 and S6-S9 

equals 0, in terms of [A+]. We then numerically solved for the steady state value of [A+], which 

showed that one and only one such value exists for the auxin response GRN for the parameter 

space described in Table SM1. 

 

We first express [IA] in terms of [DIA:A+] and [A+] by solving Equations S2 and S4 at steady 

state: 

 

€ 

IA[ ]=
DIA: A+[ ]* k'IX +γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )( )

k IX * A+[ ]
  (S10a) 

 
and 
 

€ 

IA[ ]=
π A+ + DIA:A+[ ]* k' IX + *γ AUXIN x( )( )− A+[ ]*γ A+

k IX * A+[ ]
 (S10b) 

 
eliminating [IA] from S10a and S10b: 

€ 

DIA:A+[ ]* k'IX +γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )( )= π A+ + DIA: A+[ ]* k'IX + *γ AUXIN x( )( )− A+[ ]*γ A+, 

which allows [DIA:A+] to be expressed as a function of [A+]: 

 

€ 

DIA:A+[ ]=
π A+ − A+[ ]*γ A+

γ IX
 (S11) 

 
Equations S10a and S11 allow [IA] to be expressed in terms of [A+]: 
 

€ 

IA[ ]=
k' IX +γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )

γ IX * kIX

π A+

A+[ ]
−γ A+

% 

& 
' ' 

( 

) 
* *  (S12) 

 
Abbreviating Y(x) = k'IX + γIX + γAUXIN(x), and solving Equation S3 at steady state, we get 

€ 

DIA:IA[ ]=
kIX * IA[ ]2

Y x( )
, which, by replacing [IA] with Equation S12, allows [DIA:IA] to be expressed in 

terms of [A+]: 
 

€ 

DIA:IA[ ]=
Y x( )

γ IX
2 * kIX

π A+

A+[ ]
−γ A+

% 

& 
' ' 

( 

) 
* * 

2

 (S13) 

 
The steady-state level of [A-] (Equation S6) is linearly dependent on steady-state [A-transcript]: 
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€ 

A−[ ]=
π A−

γ A −

*[A−TRA NSCRIP T ] (S14) 

 
[IAtranscript] and [A-transcript] are linearly dependent on ARG transcription rate, h (Equations S7-
S8): 
 

€ 

[IATRA NSCRIP T ]=
h A+[ ], IA[ ], A−[ ], DIA:A+[ ]( )

2 *γ IA t ranscri pt

 (S15) 

€ 

[A−TRA NSCRIP T ]=
h A+[ ], IA[ ], A−[ ], DIA:A+[ ]( )

2 *γ A−  t ranscript

 (S16) 

 
Equations S15 and S16 allow [A-] to be expressed in terms of [IAtranscript]: 
 

€ 

[A−TRA NSCRIP T ]=
γ IA t rans cript *[IA TRA NSCRIP T ]

γ A−  t ranscript

 (S16b) 

 
and therefore, 
 

€ 

A−[ ]=
π A− *γ IA  tra nscript *[IA TRA NSCRIP T ]

γ A− *γ A−  tra nscript

 (S17) 

 
[IAtranscript] can also be expressed in terms of [A+] by solving Equation S1 at steady state: 
 

€ 

−π IA *[IA TRA NSCRIP T ]= 2* k' IX * DIA:IA[ ]− 2* k IX * IA[ ]
2 + k' IX * DIA:A+[ ]− kIX * IA[ ]* A+[ ]+ DIA:IA[ ]*γ AUXIN x( )− IA[ ]*γ AUXIN x( ) 

 
which, after abbreviating 

€ 

U =
π A+

A+[ ]
−γ A+

% 

& 
' ' 

( 

) 
* *  and substituting Equations S11, S13, as well as the 

steady-state solution of Equation S3, becomes: 
 

€ 

[IATRA NSCRIP T ]= −
1
π IA

IA[ ]
2
* kIX

Y x( )
* γ AUXIN x( )+ 2k' IX( )+ IA[ ] −2* kIX * IA[ ]− k IX * A+[ ]−γ AUXIN x( )( )+ k' IX * DIA:A+[ ]

% 

& 

' 
' 

( 

) 

* 
* 
 

 
This, after substitution of Equation S12, becomes: 
 

€ 

[IATRA NSCRIP T ]=
1
π IA

U
γ IX

U*γ AUXIN x( )
γ IX * k IX

2 *γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )( )+ γ IX −γ AUXIN x( )( )* A+[ ]+
Y x( )*γ AUXIN x( )

kIX

% 

& 
' ' 

( 

) 
* * 

% 

& 
' 
' 

( 

) 
* 
* , or 

€ 

[IATRA NSCRIP T ]=
1
π IA

π A+

A+[ ]
−γ A+

% 

& 
' ' 

( 

) 
* * 

γ IX

π A+

A+[ ]
−γ A+

% 

& 
' ' 

( 

) 
* * *γ AUXIN x( )

γ IX * kIX
2 *γ IX +γ AUXIN x( )( )+ γ IX −γ AUXIN x( )( )* A+[ ]+

Y x( )*γ AUXIN x( )
kIX

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

( 

) 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

( 

) 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

 

 (S18) 
Finally, we substitute Equations S9, S11, S12, S13, S17 into Equation S7: 
 

€ 

d IATRANSCRIPT[ ]
dt

= h A+[ ], IA[ ], A−[ ], DIA:A+[ ]( ) − 2 *γ IA transcript * IATRANSCRIPT[ ]  
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€ 

d IATRANSCRIPT[ ]
dt

=

1+
f * A+[ ]
k'P

* 1+
fA *ωA * A+[ ]

k'P

# 

$ 
% % 

& 

' 
( ( 

1+
A+[ ]
k'P

* 1+
ωA * A+[ ]

k'P

# 

$ 
% % 

& 

' 
( ( +

ω I * A+[ ] * IA[ ]
K dIXk'P

+
ωD * DIA:A+[ ]

k'P
+

A−[ ]
k'P

− 2 *γ IA transcript * IATRANSCRIPT[ ]  

€ 

d IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]
dt

=

1+
f * A+[ ]
k' P

* 1+
fA *ω A * A+[ ]

k' P

# 

$ 
% % 

& 

' 
( ( 

1 +
A+[ ]
k' P

* 1+
ω A * A+[ ]
k' P

# 

$ 
% % 

& 

' 
( ( +

ω I * A+[ ]*Y*
π A+

A+[ ]
−γ A+

# 

$ 
% % 

& 

' 
( ( 

KdIX k' P *γ IX * kIX

+
ω D * π A+ − A+[ ]*γ A+( )

k' P *γ IX

+
π A− *γ IA t rans cript *[IA TRA NSCRIP T ]

k' P *γ A − *γ A−  t rans cript

...

... − 2 *γ IA t ranscript * IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]

 

 (S19) 
 

By substituting Equation S18 into Equation S19, we can define a function, 

€ 

d IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]
dt

A+[ ]( ), 

such that the auxin response GRN is at equilibrium when 

€ 

d IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]
dt

A+[ ]( )= 0. This allows a 

solution for the equilibrium value of [A+]; however, it is apparent that this solution is not easily 

found analytically. Instead, to demonstrate that the system of equations describing the auxin 

response GRN is consistent with only one steady-state solution for [A+], we solved Equation 

S19 numerically across possible values of [A+] and a wide range of parameter values. Because 

none of the variables representing molecular concentrations can be negative, Equations S11, 

S12, S13, S16b, S17, and S18 allow us to define the range of possible equilibrium [A+] values. 

In order for [DIA:A+], [DIA:IA], and [IA] to be non-negative and defined, the steady-state 

concentration of [A+] must satisfy 

€ 

0 < A+[ ] ≤
π A+

γ A+
 Since the range of acceptable [A+] values does 

not include 0, we used 10 fM as the lower bound value for [A+]: assuming a protonemal cell 

volume of ~200 picoliters, which we determined to be the volume of a typical protonema-

derived protoplast, 10 fM represents ~1 molecule/cell. In order to identify values of [A+] that 

allow for non-negative, defined values of [IAtranscript], and thus of [A-transcript] and [A-], we 

numerically solved Equation S18 to identify all values of [A+] where [IAtranscript] ≥ 0. For all 

parameter sets tested, all steady-state values of [A+] in the interval 

€ 

10fM < A+[ ]≤
π A+

γ A+
 result in 

positive, defined values of [IAtranscript]. 

 

To numerically determine whether multiple equilibrium states exist for the auxin response GRN 

across the set of parameters described in Table SM1, we evaluated Equation S19 (with 

Equation S18 substituted in for [IAtranscript]) across values of [A+] in the interval 

€ 

10fM < A+[ ]≤
π A+

γ A+
. 
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The number of times that the function 

€ 

d IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]
dt

A+[ ]( )= 0 indicates the number of steady states 

of [A+] that exist for the auxin response GRN. In turn, all other auxin response GRN 

components have a single steady-state solution for every value of [A+]. Thus, a single steady-

state solution of [A+] would imply a single steady-state equilibrium point for the whole auxin 

response GRN. Figure SM1 shows that, for each set of parameter values tested, there is one and 

only one value of [A+] that satisfies Equation S19 at steady state. Thus, although we cannot rule 

out that there exists a set of parameters for which the auxin response GRN is bistable, for a wide 

range of biologically relevant parameter values, there is only one set of steady-state solutions for 

the components of the auxin response GRN. 

 

Measurements of susceptibility and noise amplification 

Recall that susceptibility (also referred to as sensitivity or gain) is defined as change in output 

over change in input (Bintu et al., 2005b; Hornung and Barkai, 2008). Following Hornung and 

Barkai (2008), we measured susceptibility by perturbing input by 1% and measuring the 

corresponding change in output. In our case, input is auxin signaling input level, and output is 

ARG expression or specifically [IAtranscript]: 

 

€ 

susceptibility =
IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]1 − IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]0( ) IA TRA NSCRIP T[ ]0

Auxi n1 − Auxin0( ) Auxin0

  
In all cases except where otherwise specified, starting auxin levels (Auxin0) were set to 3.11, 

which represents an intermediate auxin signaling level, and this value was increased by 1% for 

Auxin1. To measure [IAtranscript]0 and [IAtranscript]1, the absolute value of Equation S19 with 

Auxin0 and Auxin1 as parameters was first minimized using MATLAB in the interval 

€ 

10fM < A+[ ]≤
π A+

γ A+
 to identify the steady-state value of [A+]. This value was then used in Equation 

S18 to calculate the steady-state value of [IAtranscript] at each auxin concentration. 

 

Measurements of noise amplification were made by simulations of stochastic fluctuations in 

auxin signals, where the levels of GRN components at each time step (0.001 minutes) were 

deterministically dependent on the current auxin signaling level and the GRN component levels 

at the previous time step, as described in Equations S1-S9. First, steady-state values of all auxin 

response GRN components were determined for a given set of parameters (see Table SM1 for 
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the wild-type parameters used). Steady states were determined by identifying the steady state 

value of [A+] as above, and then using Equations S11, S12, S13, S16b, S17, and S18 to identify 

the steady state values of the other GRN components. For the input, a string of auxin values 1000 

min long was generated. Because there is currently insufficient experimental data to determine 

the properties of auxin signaling input noise in plants, we performed analyses across a wide 

range of auxin noise parameters, discussed below. As a primary analysis, a Gaussian distribution 

of auxin values with a standard deviation of 30% of the mean auxin value was used. This 

distribution was truncated at a basal auxin level of 

€ 

x ba sa l =
1

K AUXIN * γMAX − 1( )
 to ensure that γAUXIN was 

never lower than the degradation rate of Aux/IAA in the absence of auxin, γIA (see Vernoux et 

al., 2011). Each auxin level persisted for a noise spike period of 30 minutes before auxin level 

was set to a different value drawn at random from the auxin distribution. The effect of altering 

the values of noise parameters is extensively explored below. 

 
Noise amplification was measured by simulating the response to the sequence of auxin values 

generated as described above, starting the system at steady state levels. Noise amplification is the 

ratio between output and input noise, where noise is defined as the mean-normalized standard 

deviation in input or output levels (Hornung and Barkai, 2008): 

 

€ 

noise amplification =
σ IATRANSCRIPT[ ]( ) IATRANSCRIPT[ ]

σ Auxin( ) Auxin

  
For each simulation, we calculated the standard deviation and mean of the auxin input and 

[IAtranscript] output. These were then used to compute a noise amplification value. 50 replicate 

simulations were performed for each parameter set, drawing a new set of auxin input values each 

time. This allowed us to calculate a mean and standard error for noise amplification for each set 

of parameters tested.  

 

Effects of small RNA regulation on noise amplification and susceptibility is robust across a 

wide range of parameter values 

An important consideration to make is the degree to which results are robust to alternate choices 

of parameter values, especially as a subset of parameter values used are inferred from non-plant 

species. In addition, parameter values may well vary depending on cell type or perhaps in 
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response to environmental inputs. Furthermore, for the purpose of tractability, the model makes 

certain simplifications in that only one auxin-dependent promoter with a single pair of ARF 

binding sites is modeled, and that Aux/IAA, activator ARF, and repressor ARF factors are 

modeled as single genes rather than members of gene families that may possess different affinity, 

translation, and degradation parameters. Such simplifications are unlikely to affect the qualitative 

properties of the relationship between tasiARF activity and sensitivity or noise amplification 

explored here, but these can complicate the connection of in vivo measurements directly to 

specific parameter values. Calculations of susceptibility and noise amplification simulations 

were therefore repeated using a wide range of parameter values, varying one parameter at a time 

(Figure SM2). Under the starting set of parameter values reported in Table SM1, both 

susceptibility and noise amplification increase as γA- transcript increases, until a critical γA- transcript 

level is reached (Figure 3F; Figure SM2). At this point, susceptibility and noise amplification 

either level out or dip slightly before leveling out. Alternative parameter values resulted 

primarily in quantitative changes in noise amplification and susceptibility as a function of γA- 

transcript. Parameters related to auxin signaling input level affect the absolute level of susceptibility 

and noise amplification at high γA- transcript values (Figure SM2A-C, F, H-J, L), whereas 

changing values for translation rate of repressors of the auxin response, Aux/IAA and repressor 

ARFs (πI and πA-), alters the values of γA- transcript over which noise amplification or susceptibility 

increased most (Figure SM2O, P). Alternate values of parameters such as f and fA, which 

represent the strength of RNA polymerase recruitment by activator ARFs, and γA and γIX, the 

baseline degradation rates of Aux/IAA monomers and dimers, alter the steepness of the 'dip' that 

occurs at high γA- transcript values after the initial rise in susceptibility and noise amplification 

levels (Figure SM2E, I, J). However, the most important finding from this parameter 

exploration is that, except for the most extreme parameter values, the relationship between 

repressor ARF transcript degradation rate, susceptibility, and noise amplification remains 

consistent. Thus, the prediction that small RNA regulation increases both susceptibility and 

amplification of extrinsic noise is robust to the values of the parameters used in this model of the 

auxin response GRN. 

 

Effects of small RNA regulation on noise amplification and susceptibility is robust to auxin 

signaling input noise properties 
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Because the statistical properties of extrinsic auxin noise in plants remain largely unexplored, we 

further assayed the effect of changing the variance of auxin levels, as well as the 'noise spike 

period' or the length of time that a particular level of auxin lasts (Figure SM3). Since noise 

amplification is a relative measure of output noise to input noise, altering input noise levels 

would have no effect on output noise if a linear relationship between input and output noise 

exists. However, increasing input noise levels resulted in higher noise amplification (Figure 

SM3A), demonstrating that the relationship between auxin signaling noise and ARG expression 

noise is non-linear. We also found that increasing the 'noise spike period' results in increased 

noise amplification (Figure SM3B). This result is intuitive whenever time averaging by the 

GRN plays a role in buffering input noise. Longer periods of input signal that deviate from the 

mean level of input would allow the genetic network more time to adapt towards a new steady 

state, thus deviating output levels away from their 'mean' expression value. 

 

Finally, we tested the effect of drawing auxin values from a Poisson rather than a Gaussian 

distribution, in which both the mean and variance of auxin signaling input level were set to 3.11. 

The primary source of auxin signaling input noise is unknown, but if auxin noise in vivo is the 

result of independent, discrete stochastic bursts of auxin production or transport, a Poisson 

distribution may better reflect the distribution of auxin levels experienced by a cell than a 

Gaussian distribution would. We find that the initial increase of noise amplification over 

increasing γA- transcript values is steeper if auxin signaling input noise is Poisson-distributed rather 

than Gaussian-distributed (Figure SM3C). However, the characteristic dip and leveling-off of 

noise amplification occur at similar γA- transcript values regardless of the distribution from which 

auxin values are drawn. Thus, although changing auxin noise parameters affects the quantitative 

levels of noise amplification, we find that the qualitative effect of increasing γA- transcript on noise 

amplification does not depend on the properties of the auxin noise distribution. 

 

Small RNA regulation increases noise amplification and susceptibility regardless of the 

mechanism of repression 

In the main text, we show that, if the effect of small RNA regulation is modeled as an increase in 

γA- transcript, lowering small RNA levels, as in Ppsgs3, results in an increase in both susceptibility 

and extrinsic auxin signaling noise amplification. However, in addition to promoting target 
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transcript degradation, small RNAs can influence target translation rate (Jones-Rhoades et al., 

2006). To computationally assay the effect of tasiRNA activity via translational repression, we 

modeled the effect of changes in πA- on susceptibility and noise amplification. We find that, 

consistent with our results from γA- transcript modulation, a decrease in small RNA levels and thus 

an increase in πA- results in increased susceptibility and extrinsic noise amplification (Figure 

SM4). 

 

Negative feedback between auxin signaling and repressor ARF expression reduces 

susceptibility without a significant change in extrinsic noise amplification 

Our experimental data indicates that expression of tasiARF-regulated repressor ARF genes is 

induced in response to auxin signaling (Figure 3A), and this negative feedback loop was 

incorporated into the model (Figure 3B; Equation S8). Previous theoretical work has been 

equivocal regarding the effect of negative feedback on extrinsic noise amplification. 

Autorepression can either increase extrinsic noise amplification by decreasing time-averaging, or 

decrease noise amplification by decreasing susceptibility (Paulsson, 2004). We thus sought to 

computationally assay the effect of auxin-dependent regulation of repressor ARF genes on 

susceptibility and noise amplification in the auxin response. To model the auxin response GRN 

without negative feedback regulation from repressor ARF proteins, an auxin-independent model 

for A-transcript transcription is necessary. A-transcript transcription rate was therefore set to a constant 

value equal to that of A-transcript in the presence of feedback (Equation S8), as this allows for a 

direct comparison of the auxin response GRN output with and without feedback regulation. 

Thus, for a given set of parameters, steady-state values of all auxin GRN components, including 

the auxin GRN output, [IAtranscript]0, are identical regardless of whether there is feedback. 

However, when auxin signaling input levels change, [A-transcript] adjusts in the presence of 

feedback but stays constant in its absence, leading to differences in auxin response GRN outputs. 

 

We find that susceptibility is much lower in the presence of repressive feedback than in its 

absence (Figure SM5). This result is consistent with both theoretical predictions (Paulsson, 

2004) and previous modeling of simpler GRNs (Hornung and Barkai, 2008), and reflects the 

increase in ARF repressor levels that follow an increase in auxin input levels, in turn lowering 

ARG output. This intuitive relationship is, however, complicated in the case of the auxin 
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response GRN, by the existence of a second negative feedback loop between auxin signaling and 

Aux/IAAs. Our modeling results indicate that even in this complex network with multiple 

instances of repressive feedback, theoretical predictions regarding susceptibility are upheld. 

 

Previous theoretical work further indicates that loss of susceptibility as a result of negative 

feedback is a tradeoff for increased robustness to intrinsic noise (Paulsson, 2004). However, our 

results indicate that in the case of extrinsic noise amplification, any gains in robustness due to 

negative feedback are modest, and much smaller in magnitude than the concomitant loss of 

susceptibility (Figure SM5A). In the presence of feedback regulation, only a small, non-

significant (p = 0.12 at γA- transcript = 0.0016) decrease in noise amplification is observed. These 

qualitative effects of feedback on susceptibility and noise amplification are consistent across 

different auxin signaling input levels, although the loss of susceptibility in the presence of 

feedback is especially pronounced at low auxin concentrations (Figure SM5C). 

 

As in Physcomitrella, the Arabidopsis tasiRNA target ARF4 is upregulated in response to auxin 

signaling (Paponov at al., 2008), suggesting that the properties lent to the auxin response GRN 

by ARF autoregulation in moss may hold true in flowering plants as well. 

 

Effect of auxin signaling input level on steady-state ARG expression in wild-type and 

Ppsgs3 

The computational model of the auxin response GRN suggests that small RNA regulation of 

repressor ARFs promotes susceptibility of the auxin response. However, this change in 

susceptibility is a measure of small differences in gene expression in response to very subtle 

auxin signaling changes. To understand the effect of tasiARF regulation on gene expression in 

plants grown across a wide range of constant auxin concentrations, we calculated steady-state 

[IAtranscript] as above, across a range of auxin signaling input values. As in the simulations shown 

in Figure 3D, E, we used γA- transcript = 0.0016 as the 'wild-type' repressor ARF degradation rate, 

and modeled Ppsgs3 by decreasing γA- transcript 3.5-fold. The latter results in a ~2.5-fold 

upregulation of steady-state ARF- levels, consistent with the observed change in PpARFb4 levels 

in Ppsgs3 (Figure 2A). To ensure that the model correctly represents experiments in which 

varying amounts of auxin are added to growth media, we modeled the effect of adding auxin to a 
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baseline level, where basal auxin value, as above, is 

€ 

x ba sa l =
1

K AUXIN * γMAX − 1( )
. This amount of 'auxin 

added', rather than the total amount of auxin, is represented on the x-axis in Figure 4A to allow 

comparison of the qualitative properties of the model to experimental qRT-PCR results. As in 

experimental data, we normalized [IAtranscript] levels of both 'wild-type' and 'Ppsgs3' in the model 

by the wild-type [IAtranscript] value at basal auxin signaling input values. The response of the GRN 

to increasing auxin levels at both γA- transcript levels follows a sigmoid curve, but with much higher 

levels of relative [IAtranscript] induction achieved for the higher, 'wild-type'-like γA- transcript value 

(Figure 4A), reflecting our in vivo data (Figure 4B-G). 
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Figure SM1. Only one value of [A+] provides a steady-state solution for [IAtranscript]. Solutions 

to Equation S19 for the range of possible [A+] values across a wide range of parameter values 

are shown. Note that the green line represents the same curve on all graphs, and is derived using 

the set of parameter values listed in 'Value in model' column of Table SM1. 
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Figure SM2. Noise amplification and sensitivity follow largely the same pattern as γA- transcript 

increases across a wide range of parameters. Values of noise amplification +/- SE (solid line with 

shading) and sensitivity (dotted line) of the auxin response GRN, with changes to values of every 

parameter used in the model. Note that the green line represents the same curve on all graphs, 

and is derived using the set of parameter values listed in 'Value in model' column of Table SM1. 
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Figure SM3. Relationship between γA- transcript and noise amplification holds over a wide range of 

auxin noise parameters. (A) Increasing periods of consistent auxin levels in a noisy input from 

~3.3 minutes to ~90 minutes, increases the magnitude of noise amplification. (B) Increasing the 

standard deviation of auxin levels from 0.1*mean auxin level to 0.6*mean auxin level, increases 

the magnitude of noise amplification. (C) Modeling auxin noise as a Poisson distribution rather 

than a Gaussian distribution results in a steep increase in noise amplification at lower γA- transcript 

values, but otherwise preserves the shape of the noise amplification curve. 
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Figure SM4. Relationships between noise amplification or sensitivity and small RNA levels are 

independent of the mechanism of small RNA-mediated repression. The effect of modeling small 

RNA activity as a change in repressor ARF translation on sensitivity and noise amplification. 

Note that the graph resembles that shown in Figure 3F, but is reversed along the x-axis; while 

small RNA regulation increases γA- transcript, this decreases πA-. Thus, increasing small RNA levels 

is plotted from right to left in this figure, but from left to right in Figure 3F. 
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Figure SM5. Auxin signaling-mediated feedback onto repressor ARF genes strongly decreases 

sensitivity with little effect on extrinsic noise amplification. (A) Sensitivity (x-axis) and noise 

amplification +/- SE (y-axis) with and without negative autoregulation by repressor ARFs at γA- 

transcript = 0.0016 and Auxin = 3.11 shows that negative feedback results in a significant 24% 

decrease in sensitivity, and a non-significant 6% decrease in noise amplification (p = 0.12). (B) 

Differences in sensitivity and noise amplification between the auxin response GRN with and 

without feedback across a range of γA- transcript values shows that negative feedback results in a 

consistent large decrease in sensitivity. Note that auxin input noise simulation at different γA- 

transcript values is not independent. (C) Differences in sensitivity and noise amplification between 

the auxin response GRN with and without feedback across a range of Auxin values shows that 

feedback onto repressor ARF levels consistently results in a large decrease in sensitivity, but not 

in a consistent change in noise amplification. 
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